The discovery of microRNAs (miRNAs) in viruses has generated considerable attention into their functional relevance in processes such as cell death, viral proliferation, and oncogenesis. Two early studies found no detectable miRNAs expressed within HIV; however, several studies have verified the existence and function of three HIV miRNAs, most notably HIV-miR-TAR, thus making the earlier results controversial. Although miRNAs are highly conserved within most species, HIV is known to have a high mutation rate, which could contribute to the opposing experimental findings and raises questions about whether all HIV miRNAs are robust enough to maintain their integrity, especially in viral regions prone to insertions and deletions. In addition, could the evolvability of HIV miRNAs contribute to the diversity in HIV disease pathogenesis? To address this question, we examined mutations in 1293 sequences in a suspect HIV miRNA, called miR-H1, derived from a large variety of tissues from seven patients. We found considerable diversity within the structures, including a patient-specific deletion and the potential for the development of new miRNAs as a result of deletions. We also note a potential disease association between a less stable miR-H1 and the development of AIDS-related lymphoma (ARL).
Background
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are regulators of gene expression and are involved in a variety of important cell functions including control of cell proliferation, apoptosis, and differentiation. miRNAs depend upon complementary hybridization to target sequences. Several functional miRNAs have been identified in human viruses, including Epstein-Barr virus, herpes viruses, and human cytomegalovirus (Pfeffer et al., 2004; Cai et al., 2006; Grey et al., 2007) . The study of viral miRNAs is relatively new, and it appears that they are involved in both the modulation of the immune response as well as oncogenesis (Swaminathan, 2008) . Three functional miRNAs have been identified within HIV-1, and three others have been proposed (Bennasser et al., 2004) . Two earlier studies were unable to identify any miRNAs within HIV (Pfeffer et al., 2005; Lin and Cullen, 2007) ; however, these studies are controversial considering subsequent papers that have successfully identified HIV miRNAs, in particular, the well-characterized HIV miRNA, miR-TAR (Klase et al., 2007 (Klase et al., , 2009 Ouellet et al., 2008) . Experimentally identifying HIV miRNAs could prove complicated if the miRNAs were expressed at different stages of infection, within different infected cell-types, or expressed at very low levels. Additionally, these viruses may express miRNAs that are difficult to identify using the small-RNA cloning protocols described by Pfeffer et al. (2005) and Lin and Cullen (2007) . Furthermore, HIV could potentially contain miRNAs in regions where the virus is both robust and evolvable.
The TAR structure is a 59-nucleotide stem-bulge-loop located in the 5 end of HIV transcripts both in the nucleus and the cytoplasm. TAR serves as a target for viral transcription by the TAT protein, is essential for efficient viral transcription and functions in the cytoplasm to inhibit translation. A second HIV miRNA, miR-N367, is a 70-nucleotide structure located in the nef/LTR overlap of the HIV genome (Omoto et al., 2004; Omoto and Fujii, 2005) . Omoto and Fujii (2005) demonstrated that miR-N367 could reduce HIV-1 promoter activity and deduced that the intact miRNA downregulates HIV transcription. A third HIV-1 miRNA, miR-H1, is an 81-nucleotide stem-loop structure located immediately downstream of the two NF-B sites in the LTR and has the ability to cleave the 12th exon of the apoptosis antagonizing transcription factor (AATF) gene resulting in degradation of that gene product (Kaul et al., 2006 (Kaul et al., , 2009 . Down-regulation of AATF expression is accompanied by a reduction in cell viability and down-regulation of dicer, which plays a crucial role in providing immunity at the nucleic acid level (Passananti and Fanciulli, 2007) . The maintenance of the AATF gene may also be important in initiating cellular proliferation, repression of cellular apoptosis, and maintenance of the viral reservoir (Xie and Guo, 2004) . Others have speculated that AATF may be a component of the anticancer barrier that protects cells from DNA damage or oncogenic stress (Bartkova et al., 2005; Gorgoulis et al., 2005; Passananti and Fanciulli, 2007) .
Because the function of HIV-1 miR-H1 has only been examined in the context of blood mononuclear cells, we sought to determine the integrity of the miR-H1 structure in HIV-1 sequences derived from tissues where macrophages were a prominent HIV-infected cell type. Such sequences included those derived from brain tissues of patients who developed HIV-associated dementia (HAD) and tumor tissues from patients who developed AIDS-related lymphoma (ARL) (Zenger et al., 2002; Salemi et al., 2009; . Macrophages are considered long-lived reservoirs of HIV during infection, contributing to both HAD and ARL development. These diseases are still prevalent despite current antiviral therapies. Interestingly, HAD was dominant at the beginning of the HIV epidemic, whereas ARL did not evolve as an AIDS-associated disease until the mid-1980s. In addition, it is also known that different subtypes of HIV are associated with varied prevalence of AIDSassociated diseases (Liner et al., 2007; Sacktor et al., 2009 ). To date, no known genetic determinant for variation within HIV-related disease processes has been discovered.
Human cellular miRNA expression can change dramatically between tissues. To our knowledge ours is the first study to examine HIV miRNA sequence variation within different categories of HIVassociated diseases and across multiple tissues. Kaul et al. (2009) showed that the variation in the mature HIV-1 miR-H1 is found in a variety of HIV subtypes; however, they did not examine if this variation could alter the pre-miRNA structures (Kaul et al., 2009) . In this study we examined the conservation of both the mature HIV-1 miR-H1 sequence and its associated pre-miRNA structure in 1293 sequences derived from 55 post-mortem tissues from 7 individuals who died from a variety of complications following HIV infection. Preliminary disease associations to the structures of HIV-1 the miR-H1 were assessed.
Methods

Tissues
Extensive details concerning patient tissue samples utilized in the current study have been published previously (Salemi and Goodenow, 2008) . Briefly, patients AM and IV developed metastatic ARL, patients GA and CX developed progressive HAD, patient BW developed lymphoma, including meningial lymphoma and HAD, patient DY had suffered from recurring Mycobacterium avium complex infection (MAC) for years and developed an aggressive form of HAD in the months prior to death and patient AZ died due to severe cardiovascular disease. Multi-site frozen autopsy specimens of the tissues necessary for this study were obtained through the AIDS and Cancer Specimen Resource (ACSR) (http://acsr.ucsf.edu) after appropriate consent and the application of a de-identification procedure. Patient two-letter designations used throughout this study were generated randomly as shorthand used by technicians who performed the studies. The ACSR is recognized by the Office of Biorepositories and Biospecimen Research at the National Institutes of Health as being HIPPA compliant and in accordance with the ethical standards of the Declaration of Helsinki.
Amplification, Cloning and Sequencing
Amplification, cloning, and sequencing of the gp120-LTR virus DNA were obtained using primers and conditions previously described ). Approximately 20-30 sequences were derived from each tissue used in the study. Tissues from each patient are described in Tables 4-10.
Data Analysis
For distance analysis, we used the 560-nucleotide region, relative to HXB2 coordinates 1-560, that incorporates the regulatory domain of the LTR. The analysis was performed in MEGA (Tamura et al., 2007) using the Tamura 3-Parameter model with gapped regions removed.
The HIV-1 pre-miR-H1 sequence was identified in each patient's aligned LTR data set using MEGA (Tamura et al., 2007) . The alignment was reduced to contain non-identical sequences using DAMBE (Xia and Xie, 2001 ). For each sequence group a consensus structure was derived using the published structure as a guide and covariation analysis (Fig. 1 ). An optimized sequence alignment of the patient's data would, in certain regions, introduce gaps in different places than shown in the premiRNA structures; however, gaps were introduced to the structure only to maximize stability. The program mfold (Zuker, 2003) was used to determine the folding energies of the H1 miRNAs at 37
• C. Stem-loop structures for 10 common molecular clone sequences (JRCSF, ADA, YU2, NL43, MN, LAI, 89.6, SF2, DH12, WR27) with known coreceptor phenotypes (CCR5, CXCR4 or dual-tropic) were constructed and are shown in Supplemental Figure 1 (S1). BLAST (Benson et al., 1997) was used to determine the relative prevalence of each mature HIV-1 miR-H1 in the National Center for Biotechnology Information GenBank database.
Patient IV lacked the mature miRNA in all cases, and as a result the sequence information directly 5 of the deletion was used to construct a potentially new HIV miRNA structure (boxed region in Fig. 4 ). Patient CX possessed two sequences derived from periventricular brain tissue that were missing either the 5 or 3 sequence of the stem-loop structure (boxed regions in Fig. 5 ). Sequence data immediately 5 or 3 of this deletion was used to attempt to construct a new miRNA structure. The folding energies were calculated for each putative new miRNA structure are shown in Table 3 along with %GC content, the number of paired and unpaired nucleic acids in the stem-loop structure, and the size of the hairpin loop.
A nucleotide substitution matrix was developed for each patient by counting each nucleotide that varied from Group 1 (Fig. 7) . The probabilities were calculated as substitution type/total number of substitutions over the pre-miRNA structure.
Results
Distance analysis showed that the population of sequences between patients could vary from 5.5 to 11.9% with a median of 8.7% (Fig. 1 ). Within patient sequence divergence was much lower, ranging from 1.2 to 3.9% with a median of 2.2% (Fig. 2) . A t-test showed that the sequence divergence between patients was significantly higher than the sequence divergence within patient sequence populations (p < 0.0001).
Each patient contained a dominant pre-miRNA sequence for pre-miR-H1 that is shown in Table 1 . In Table 2 , the dominant mature HIV-1 miR-H1 sequences are provided with variable positions indicated. In Tables 4-10, we provide a summary of all the pre-miR-H1s for each patient as follows: (1) Group 1 is the dominant group, (2) Groups 2-11 contained three or more sequences, and (3) the final group for each patient contains all sequences with two or less representative stem-loop structures. The number of sequences in each group, along with the number and type of tissues the sequences were derived from are also shown. In the lymphoma patients (AM and IV), tissues are further classified as tumor, nontumor, or lymph nodes. In the patients where sequences from brain tissues were available (BW, AZ, DY, CX, GA), the tissues are also identified as brain or non-brain.
Patients with brain infection or clinical HAD (GA, CX, DY, BW) shared similar miR-H1 structures (Fig. 3) . Additionally, eight of the 10 miR-H1 structures built from molecular clone sequences contained structures similar to GA, CX, DY, and BW in that each Table 1 HIV-1 mir-H1 stem-loop sequences. Bold letters indicate insertions found in all sequences that are not found in the published miR-H1 sequence. Dashes in the sequences for patient IV were introduced to indicate deletion in all of the patient's data. Red highlighted data indicates sequence data 5 or 3 of a deletion in all of IV sequences and two CX sequences. had a similar length, no apparent deletion or insertion and a similar loop (Supplemental Figure 2) . The structure for patient AZ, a patient with cardiovascular disease (CVD), was longer than all other miRNAs examined by 12 nucleotides, most of which were located in the terminal loop and away from the mature miRNA sequence. Two patients with ARL contained much different miR-H1 structures. Patient AM exhibited a very large bulge in the center of the stem that contained a significant proportion of the mature miRNA sequence. Patient IV no longer has the mature miR-H1 in any sequences. Fig. 4 illustrates that despite this deletion, patient IV's pre-miR structure can be reconstituted if additional sequence data Table 2 Aligned mature miR-H1 sequences. Red highlighted nucleic acids indicate variation from H1. The asterisk indicates an insertion that is found in all sequences analyzed, including >8000 LTR sequences available in the NCBI sequence database.
upstream of the deletion is used to complete the structure. A similar approach was taken for two sequences derived from patient CX's periventricular space that also exhibited deletions within the HIV-1 miR-H1 (Fig. 5) . All three structures are consistent with a viable pre-miR structure, especially the two structures derived from the CX deletions. Fig. 6 shows substitution patterns within the stem-loop structure for each patient and each of their non-identical sequences. Each nucleic acid substitution is shown along with its associated group number. Substitutions that could alter the Group 1 pre-miR-H1 structure are highlighted in red. A substitution matrix developed for each patient clearly indicates a bias towards G → A transitions within the overall data set (n = 161), followed by U → C (n = 79) an almost equal amount of A → G (n = 42) and C → U (n = 39) transitions. As would be expected in the paired regions of a stable RNA structure, transversions were rare. Substitution matrices for all patients are provided as Supplemental Figure (S2). A substitution matrix compiled from all patients is shown in Fig. 7 .
Alignment of the stem-loop sequences showed three nucleic acid insertions in our data that had not been reported previously in the published sequence. These positions are highlighted in Tables 1 and 2 . The first insertion, either an adenine or guanine, occurred within the mature miRNA sequence. BLAST revealed that this insertion was found in most HIV-1 LTR sequences (>6000 sequences) within GenBank. These results suggest that the published miR-H1 mature sequence is uncommon and not likely to be the majority structure for this miRNA family. The second insertion, an AG, occurred at the 3 end of the loop structure. The insertion was also highly represented in the GenBank sequences; however, it is unlikely that the insertion of AG nucleotides in the loop would significantly alter the stability of the pre-miRNA structure.
The stability of the miRNA stem-loop secondary structure can be estimated by (1) calculating the energy needed for folding (the lower the energy, the more likely a miRNA structure will form), (2) calculating the GC content of the structure (the higher the GC content, the more likely the region is to be stemmed), (3) observing the number of paired and unpaired nucleotides in the stem and, (4) observing the size of the hairpin loop (less than 5 or more than 10 nucleotides form less stable structures) (Griffiths-Jones et al., 2003; Lim et al., 2003; Pfeffer et al., 2004) . A comparison of these parameters for each of the dominant sequences is presented in Table 3 . Three of our sequences had a lower folding energy than the previously published miR-H1 structure (sequences from patients AZ, CX-1B, and CX-2B). Patient AZ's decreased folding energy is likely due to the increased the size of the structure and the increased loop length. It is interesting that the putative H1 miRNA structures constructed using data immediately adjacent to the deletions for patient CX appeared to be quite stable (Fig. 5 and Table 3 ). One of patient CX's structures contains the mature miRNA sequence (CX-2B) and the other does not (CX-1B). The new miRNA for patient IV has a low folding energy, but contains a large number of unpaired nucleotides, therefore it is unclear how stable this structure would be in nature. The miRNA for patient AM is the least stable miRNA structure found in our data set.
A dominant pre-miR-H1 sequence usually appeared in most, if not all, of the sampled patient's tissues (Tables 4-10), suggesting that the HIV miRNA structure for each patient generally did not mutate due to tissue-selective immune pressures and that there was selection for maintenance of specific structures within each patient. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that variants differing from the dominant pre-miR-H1 structure in patients were rare. Exceptions included non-tumor stomach sequences from patient IV, which contained many adenine substitutions (highlighted in green in Fig. 4) . A phylodynamic study ) also determined that this patient's stomach sequences were highly divergent from tumor and lymph node sequences. Nine liver-derived sequences in patient DY (Group 3) also contained a structure with multiple adenine substitutions (highlighted in green in Fig. 6 ). These nine sequences would result in major structural changes in the HIV-1 pre-miR-H1 and generate the highest folding energy of all sequences examined (−25.50 kcal/mol). Temporal lobe sequences from patient GA and frontal lobe white matter from patient BW were not found in the dominant group; however the changes from the dominant sequence were slight and did not alter the structure. Fig. 6 shows all of the variation in each patient over the new HIV-1 pre-miR-H1 consensus structure. Substitutions in the center of the stem structure opposite of the mature miRNA sequence were rare, found only randomly in individual sequences (motif = CGUCGACGAAUAUACGUCGUAGACUCCCGA).
Substitutions within the mature HIV-1 miR-H1 sequence were found more frequently in the patients as follows: GA = 5 groups, BW = 3 Fig. 6 . Nucleic acid substitution patterns for each patient over all sequence groups. Notation used for structures is identical to that in Fig. 1 . Sequence groups were defined in Tables 4-10. Arrows point to substitutions. Substitutions are indicated using the notation "nucleic acid substitution:group number." In some cases a substitution occurred over multiple groups and the group numbers are separated with a comma. An "X" indicates the loss and a "'' indicates the addition of a nucleic acid. Substitutions that would potentially alter the structure are shown in red. Patient IV contained significant variation in stomach tissue (Group 6) from other sequences in the data set. These substitutions are highlighted in green. Patient DY also contained significant variation in a subset of liver sequences (Group 3) and these are also highlighted in green. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.) Table 3 pre-miR-H1 secondary structure information. nt = nucleotides, NA = not applicable due to nucleotide deletions in the miRNA. Fig. 7 . Nucleotide substitution probability matrix. Substitutions and probabilities were calculated over all pre-miR-H1 genomes as described in Section 2. The probability of transitions and transversions are provided in the matrix.
Table 4
Sequence groups for patient AM. AX-r = right axillary lymph node, AX-l = left axillary lymph node, LI-t1 = liver tumor site 1, LI-t2 = liver tumor site 2, ST = stomach, IN = intestine, LI-n = normal liver, PR = prostate, KD = kidney, SP = spleen. groups, CX = 5 groups, DY = 4 groups, AZ = 2 groups, AM = 8 groups, IV = not applicable due to deletion. The increased number of substitutions within the AM mature miRNA sequence coincides with the decreased stability within this patient's miRNA. Overall, most substitutions would not change the structure of the miRNA. However, as Bennasser et al. (2004) noted, the identification of a more stable sequence opposite of the known miRNA could indicate that an additional mature miRNA sequence might exist in the structure (Bennasser et al., 2004) . As with the published pre-miR-H1 sequence, the conserved motif on the opposite of the stem loop had numerous human mRNA targets when scanned against the mRNA database at NCBI (data not shown). Table 10 Sequence groups for patient DY. MG = meninges, TL = temporal lobe, BG = basal ganglia, FL-w = frontal lobe white matter, FL-g = frontal lobe grey matter, SP = spleen, LI = liver, LN = lymph node. 
Discussion
Human viruses may contain miRNAs that modulate the expression of host genes (Pfeffer, 2007) . This is accomplished by their complimentarity and subsequent repression of specific human mRNAs. Complimentarity can be imperfect and yet still functional; therefore, the identification of miRNA targets can be particularly difficult to predict (Provost et al., 2006) . Within HIV, the high rate of variability within and between patients increases the sequence reservoir of miRNAs and adds another level of complexity in the identification of viable miRNA structures. Although only three HIV miRNAs have been experimentally examined, bioinformatic approaches have identified at least three additional miRNA candidates (Bennasser et al., 2004) . In this study, we have also uncovered additional potential HIV miRNAs from the miR-H1 family.
Through the examination of HIV miR-H1 in a large cohort of tissues sampled from seven individuals who died from a variety of macrophage-associated and AIDS-related disease processes, several lessons can be learned. The nature of the HIV-1 LTR regulatory domain between patients may provide HIV with great phenotypic plasticity, and hence increased evolvability. The variability of HIV pre-miR-H1 sequences in tissues from HIV-infected individuals was larger than anticipated and differed from the published structure in every sequence examined. The prior pre-miR-H1 structure proposed by Kaul et al. (2009) suffered from alignment errors that masked the insertion of a nucleic acid in nearly all of the published mature miRNA sequences besides the published H1 structure (Kaul et al., 2009) . This observation highlights the importance of deriving miRNA structures from multiple sequences and calls into question any miRNA structures that are hypothesized from one or a handful of sequences and then placed into databases such as the miR Registry (Griffiths-Jones, 2004) . It is unfortunately likely that other viral miRNAs in the miR Registry demonstrate significant variation, although this has yet to be confirmed.
The new consensus pre-miR-H1 structure was reasonable for all but two patients and in two sequences from an additional patient. This very interesting phenomenon suggests that even within a single patient, HIV-associated miRNAs may vary considerably and may even be deleted. To our knowledge this is the first time that viral miR deletion has been identified in a patient-specific manner. The instability of the AM structure, the lost of the H1 miRNA in all of patient IV sequences, and the ability of these regions to form miRNA-like structures despite large deletions in known miRNAs raises several interesting questions: (1) would the deletion of HIVmiR-H1 have the opposite effect on the AATF pathway, leading to cellular proliferation of HIV-infected cells, rather than cell death? (2) Could the new miRNAs generated due to deletion events be viable and have new targets? (3) Do deletions or insertions in other regions of the HIV U3 LTR generate presently unknown HIV miRNAs? Considering the large amount of variability within the HIV genome, it seems likely that significant variation occurs within HIV miRNAs and may be part of a co-evolutionary dynamic between the host and virus miRNA during the infection process. Such variation in the HIV miRNA may affect disease progression, and the ability of the host environment to alleviate such progression.
In both cases where significant alteration of the HIV miR-H1 existed the patients developed ARL. According to several studies, antigenic stimulation of B-cells by activated macrophages plays a central role in the pathogenesis of ARL (Herndier et al., 1994; McGrath, 1997; Ng and McGrath, 1998) . If the AATF pathway is not being affected negatively by HIV-1 miR-H1, as proposed by Kaul et al. (2009) , this may provide an additional means for activated macrophages to avoid apoptosis and produce factors that could stimulate lymphoma growth. Other mechanisms for macrophages to avoid apoptosis have also been suggested (Swingler et al., 2007) . The knockdown of the AATF gene is associated with suppression of important cell regulators Par-4 and c-myc. Conversely, Par-4 activation leads to the production of various cytokines and chemokines that can modulate immune and inflammatory responses (Rattenholl and Steinhoff, 2008) . C-myc is involved in cell cycle and growth. In patients IV and AM, the variability of the HIV-1 miRNA-H1 did not result in an ineffective virus population; however, it could have perturbed the AATF or other pathways in ways yet unknown. The observation that data from two ARL patients had non-existent or suspect HIV-1 miR-H1 sequences is intriguing; however, more LTR sequences generated from lymphoma tissues and other experimental studies would be necessary to confirm if HIV-1 miR-H1 has any relationship to the specific disease.
All patients with HAD shared an almost identical miR-H1 structure. This structure was similarly represented in 8 of the 10 HIV molecular clone sequences examined and appeared the most related to the original published miR-H1 sequence. Although ARL and HAD are both macrophage-related disease processes, they differ in that ARL develops due to crosstalk between macrophages and B-cells, whereas HAD is an inflammatory process and related to the accumulation of HIV-infected macrophages in the brain. Xie et al. observed that AATF is expressed in cortical neurons and protects them from oxidative stress (Xie and Guo, 2004) . Although HIV does not infect neurons directly, it is possible that miRNAs that specifically target the AATF pathway could be involved in HAD development. The finding of potentially different miRNAs in ARL vs. HAD patients is noteworthy in that it could potentially lead to new hypothesis concerning the development of varied macrophageassociated diseases.
Because ARL is a disease that has increased in prevalence during the HIV epidemic, the identification of evolved or deleted miRNAs within the viral genome of ARL patients is significant discovery. In addition, examination of the sequence data revealed that the published structure of miR-H1 is uncommon, and our data supports a new consensus structure that is generated over a large sequence set.
The discovery of HIV miRNAs with large deletions and the determination that mutations in HIV miRNAs over many tissues and patients generate a diverse set of pre and mature miRNAs, even for one miRNA, has important ramifications for experimental verification and miRNA evolution. In addition, the large amount of variation found in HIV miRNAs suggests that HIV may be a good model for the examination of miRNA evolution and also tests of evolvability.
The extent of HIV miR variability has not been considered properly in the current literature. In fact, conservation of a miRNA is the standard logical approach to determine if a pre-miRNA structure is supportive of a viable mature miRNA sequence. However, variation due to defects in HIV reverse transcriptase is a normal attribute of HIV evolution and, moreover, has resulted in the successful establishment of various HIV subtypes and phenotypes (Kirchhoff et al., 1997; Skinner et al., 1998; Aquino-De Jesus et al., 2000; Briggs et al., 2000; Hoffman et al., 2002; Dyer et al., 2008) . The standard convention in the field of miRNA research has been to take a very conservative view and name miRNA families based on sequence similarity, primarily in the seed region of the first 2-7 nucleotides of the mature microRNA. This convention works well when the seed region is conserved. Despite the variability associated with HIV-miR-H1, the seed region is often still preserved, and provides the opportunity to preserve some of the phylogenetic history of its evolution. Thus, HIV may be using its extremely high mutation rate to explore a much wider distribution of microRNA sequences than most eukaryotes do. It stands to reason that this level of evolvability is another way for the virus to combat the defenses of the human cell, and increase the probability of its success during infection. Such indications await future experimentation. Therefore, current approaches to identify HIV miRNA functions should also consider the evolvability of miRNA as a reasonable contributor to the large spectrum of immune responses seen in HIV-infected patients. In this study, we examined genomic data and determined that variation can potentially change the structure of an HIV-associated miRNA or generate new miRNAs. Total RNA expression in these tissues awaits further investigation. The possibility exists that understanding HIV miRNA evolvability may result in new hypotheses concerning HIV progression of disease or to long-term non-progression. Additionally, in light of the fact that evolution of miRNAs across species is a rapidly expanding field, the variability found within the HIV miRNAs found in this study highlights that viruses, specifically HIV, may be a worthwhile species in which to study miRNA evolution.
